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It is critical to create reserves in your plants before 
the reproductive stage. Not only does Full Sun™ 
provide plants with the essential nutrients they need, 
but it also gives them the capabilities to maximize 
the sunlight needed to grow big and strong. With   
Full Sun™, you can finally achieve a more effective   
and efficient plant. 

Full Sun™ Technology
No one can deny the power of the sun. It's what gives 
us life, and it's also what gives plants the energy they 
need to grow. But sometimes, even the sun isn't 
enough. That's where Full Sun™ comes in.

Full Sun™ is a powerful nutrient supplement that helps 
plants make the most of the sunlight they receive. By 
giving them the essential nutrients they need,  
Full Sun™ enables plants to maximize their growth 
potential. With Full Sun™, you can finally achieve the 
strong, healthy plants you've always wanted.

So don't let your plants suffer from lack of sunlight 
any longer. Give them the boost they need with        
Full Sun™. Your fields will thank you for it.

Give your plants the nutrients they 
need to grow with Full Sun™.

• From product efficacy to ease of 
application, it is important to get 
your pH levels right - optimal        
solution ph range is 4.5-5.2.

• Foliar - V6 – R1
• 64 oz./acre

PRODUCT FEATURES:

APPLICATION

» Specially formulated crop nutrients made from 
premium nutrients and amino acids to maximize 
photosynthesis.

» Creates more reserves in the root system before 
the reproduction stage.

» Enhanced with zinc and magnesium to create 
bigger solar panels that increase the plant’s 
natural ability to capture more sun.

» Creates a dark green/blue plant and helps to 
create a bigger leaf membrane, enhancing the 
plant's nutrition capabilities. 

» Full Sun™ helps improve nutrient flow through the 
plant both inward and outward, promoting healthy 
growth and vibrancy. 

POWERED BY INFUZE TECHNOLOGY
Full Sun™ is designed to enhance the plants photosynthetic capabilities. 

Full Sun


